
THE ARCTIC
CLASSROOM: PEACE LILIES (PRE-K)

LENGTH OF INVESTIGATION: 3 MONTHS



BEGINNING THE PROJECT:

After finding ice on the playground slide and in the sandbox, many conversations 
began about winter, cold weather, and places where it’s cold. The Peace Lily children 
talked about the arctic and what they already know about it (cold, snowy, igloos). 
The children and teachers made a list of what they would like to know more about 
which included animals that live in the arctic, if people live in the arctic, if animals 
hibernate in the arctic, and more information about igloos.



DEVELOPING THE PROJECT:
Children were able to explore with ice and snow on various occasions. Fake snow was 
made out of sand and shaving cream for the children to explore, and real snow was 
brought into the sensory table from outside. Ice cube painting, spraying water colors into 
the real snow outside, and chipping away at ice blocks in the sensory table were all 
opportunities for children to find out more about the properties of snow and ice.



IGLOOS

While the children had general knowledge about igloos, they wanted to know more 
about how they are built, so the teachers showed them a video on how people make 
igloos. After the video, the children had the opportunity to make drawings of their 
own igloo. Each child added their own special touch to their igloo such as heart 
shaped windows, a slide and stairs, and even a chimney for a fireplace. 
Opportunities to construct igloos spanned many days with different materials. 
Children made igloos out of large wooden blocks, small cube blocks, cotton balls, and 
marble bricks. After they got the hang of igloo making, the children used clay to 
make small rectangular blocks and then used those blocks to construct their own 3D 
igloos by using a Styrofoam bowl to help keep the shape of a typical igloo.







As a classroom group project, the Peace Lilies worked together to turn their classroom 
cubby space (a closet with the door taken off) into their very own igloo. The children 
worked as a group to paint a big cardboard box white using foam rollers and then they 
covered the box in glitter. The box was cut up into “bricks” and all the bricks were put 
together to make one giant igloo that the children were able to crawl in and out of. A 
giant polar bear was brought in by one of the children and used inside the igloo. It 
became a cozy spot to read books or have some quiet time.



EARLY LITERACY SKILLS
At morning meeting, the children were asked to make a collaborative story. The teacher 
started off the story by saying one sentence about the arctic and each child got a chance to 
add their own sentence to the story. At the end, the teachers typed each sentence on a 
piece of paper and each child had the chance to illustrate their page. The pages were all 
put together to form one book about the arctic adventure story.



ARCTIC ANIMALS
The children had an interest in arctic animals, which was apparent from the beginning 
of the exploration. The teachers created a frozen ice experiment where animals were 
frozen inside blocks of ice and the children had to figure out how to set them free. 
They used many tools, such as goggles to protect their eyes, plastic knives, wooden 
hammers etc. to chip and break through the blocks of ice to rescue the arctic animals 
inside. Additionally, children worked on identifying animal tracks and paws.



EARLY MATH SKILLS

❖The polar bear stood out as an animal that the children were really 
interested in. To illustrate how tall a polar bear is, the teachers 
measured out 10ft (the height of a polar bear standing) and had the 
children use wooden blocks to see how many blocks tall 10 ft. is (22 
blocks!). The children then used the same blocks to measure 
themselves to see how tall they are in comparison to the polar bear. 
Most children were between 6-8 blocks tall.

❖The class also investigated how many pounds of food a polar bear 
could fit in his stomach. They weighed cans of food on a scale to see 
how much the polar bear would be able to eat and then they also 
weighed themselves to see how many Peace Lilies a polar bear 
would be able to fit in his stomach!



ANIMAL TEAMS

In addition to polar bears, the snowy owl and the penguin were the other 2 animals 
that the children seemed most interested in. Each child was given the chance to pick 
which animal they wanted to learn more about and the class separated into 3 animal 
teams. With 3 teachers in the classroom, each teacher led one animal group, helping 
the children to do research on their animal. Teachers brought in books, poems, and 
songs to help their group learn more about their animal.



❖The snowy owl team learned more about the fur of 
the owl and used feathers, acorns, pinecones, and 
other natural loose parts to create their own 
representation of a snowy oil.

❖The penguin team made a representational penguin 
out of a toilet paper roll and learned about penguin 
fur and how they stay worm in the winter. 

❖After the previous interest in the polar bear and 
how tall they are, the polar bear team decided to 
make a life size replica of a polar bear on the 
classroom wall to really illustrate how big they are.



CONCLUDING THE PROJECT
To conclude the project, each animal group took a turn 
presenting facts about their animal to the rest of the class. 
The children in each animal group went up together, 
showed their representational art, talked about each 
animal’s body parts such as wings, flubber, fur, etc. and 
each child was given the opportunity to state one of the 
facts they remembered about their animal. The other 
classmates listened attentively, as they had only been 
learning about their own animal and were interested to 
hear what their classmates had to say. There was then an 
opportunity for classmates to ask questions to each animal 
team since they were the experts! The children really 
seemed to enjoy this new way of learning and sharing 
information and they reflected on the experience by saying 
“I felt excited” , “It was fun to teach,” and “I wasn’t nervous, 
it was fun!”


